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Design of Metal-Free Polymer Carbon Dots: a New Class of
Room-Temperature Phosphorescent Materials
Songyuan Tao+, Siyu Lu+, Yijia Geng, Shoujun Zhu, Simon A. T Redfern, Yubin Song, Tanglue Feng,
Weiqing Xu and Bai Yang*
Abstract: Polymer carbon dots (PCDs) are proposed as a new
class of room temperature phosphorescence (RTP) materials. The
abundant energy levels in PCDs increase the probability of
intersystem crossing (ISC) and their covalently-crosslinked
framework structures greatly suppress the non-radiative transitions.
The efficient methods allow the manufacture of PCDs with unique
RTP properties in air without the need for additional metal
complexing or for the adopting of complicated matrix compositing.
They thus provide a route towards the rational design of metal-free
RTP materials that may be synthesized easily. Furthermore, we find
that RTP is associated with crosslink enhanced emission (CEE)
effect, which provides further routes to design improved PCDs with
diverse RTP performance. Our results demonstrate the potential of
PCDs as a universal route to achieve effective metal-free RTP.
Materials with long-lived excited states, affording special
visualized performance with delayed luminescence[1], are of
great interest in applications such as photoelectricity[2],
photocatalysis[3], imaging[4], and security[5]. Phosphorescence[6],
as one of the most interesting delayed-luminescence subtypes,
has attracted extensive attention in recent years. However, due
to the fact that phosphorescence is hampered by the spin-
forbidden nature of triplet exciton transitions and by non-
radiative decay processes, ultralow temperatures are often
required to achieve effective phosphorescence. To overcome
this, many approaches have been adopted to achieve room
temperature phosphorescence (RTP). They follow two principles:
one focuses on enhancing spin-orbit coupling by the introduction
of transition metals, halogens, aromatic carbonyl or heterocycle
groups to promote intersystem crossing efficiency[6b]; the other
seeks to restrict vibration and rotation by crystallization-guidance,
matrix-assistance, or supramolecular interactions to suppress
non-radiative transitions[7]. Abundant attempts have been
reported in the search for RTP materials, which can be broadly
divided into those based on the use of organometallic
complexes (metal-containing) and those focusing on pure
organic compounds (metal-free). The metal coordination-based
RTP materials[6b, 8] (generally making use of iridium, platinum,
and other noble metals) suffer both from high cost and toxicity,
while metal-free RTP alternatives[5a, 6b, 9] which are dominated by
several special organic moieties, such as aromatic carbonyl,
heavy halogen, and deuterated carbon, are limited in chemical
diversity and the complexity of their synthesis. There is a
pressing need for new metal-free RTP materials with long
lifetimes which can be manufactured using inexpensive
synthesis routes.
As an emerging class of luminescent nanomaterials, carbon
dots[10] (CDs) have attracted sustained attention due to their
superior luminescence, low toxicity, great stability, and ease of
manufacture. Exciting reports about the fluorescence of CDs in
solution are promising, but the investigation on solid-state
luminescence of CDs is less extensive. Recently, unique RTP
phenomena have been reported for CDs composite forms in a
two-step blending synthesis route. RTP properties have been
sought by embedding CDs into a variety of matrices, including
polyvinyl alcohol[11], polyurethane[11c, 12], potassium aluminum
sulfate[13], recrystallized urea/biuret[14], and layered double
hydroxides[15], demonstrating the potential of intersystem
crossing (ISC) in CDs and suggesting that CDs might be
promising candidates for metal-free RTP materials. The two-
stage strategy to achieve RTP via hydrogen bonds and physical
immobilization in additional matrices, however, raises challenges.
In particular the stability of reversible interactions in such
composites is an issue and has, thus far, limited the practical
applications of these materials as metal-free RTPs.
Polymer carbon dots[16] (PCDs), however, with abundant
highly-crosslinked structures of non-conjugated groups, offer an
alternative, novel and promising approach to achieving the
elusive metal-free RTP via an extremely convenient synthesis
approach. PCDs inherit the advantages of both facets of
composite-based CDs materials, possessing both the excellent
luminescent properties of CDs as well as the matrix effects
imbued by polymers, which can substitute covalent bonds for
supramolecular interactions and thus greatly enhance the
fixation.
Here, we report the results for a series of PCDs systems
that we have investigated in a bid to design a route to the
production of metal-free RTP materials that is green, facile and
cost-effective. Our computational simulations indicate that the
covalent crosslinking occurring in the interior of PCDs can
generate luminescence centers while simultaneously restricting
their vibration and rotation, thus providing favorable conditions
for effective ISC. To verify the feasibility of these computational
predictions, we designed a new model system using polyacid
and diamine to synthesize PCDs via a one-step hydrothermal
treatment. Significant RTP performance was successfully found
for our synthesized PCDs, as predicted. Employing results from
both our experiments and our theoretical calculations, crosslink
enhanced emission[17] (CEE) effect has been proposed and
verified as the RTP mechanism for PCDs. This provides an
essential guide and insight into our novel route for the precise
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synthesis of these functional materials. Following this principle,
together with our understanding of the key nature of raw
materials, a wide variety of PCDs with diverse RTP properties
could be subsequently designed and obtained. Thus, this work
provides an effective strategy to the design, synthesis and
application of efficient metal-free RTP materials, demonstrating
a clear luminescence mechanism, and expands the application
of PCDs into RTP fields as well as enriching the variety of metal-
free RTP materials that may be deployed in device applications.
The first step in developing novel PCDs suitable for RTP
applications is to select an appropriate model system. We focus
on non-conjugated small molecules and linear polymers in order
to avoid any possible conjugated components. In view of their
abundant reactive groups and simple chemical structures,
combined with the possibility that they offer for an extensive
series of exploratory experiments, polyacrylic acid (PAA) and
ethylenediamine (EDA) were selected as the raw materials for
production of PCDs by a one-step hydrothermal method (see the
Supporting Information). Synthesis was followed by dialysis and
freeze-drying to remove unreacted raw materials and obtain
solid final material. The purified solid product is here denoted as
“PCDsⅠ-1”.
The morphologies of PCDsⅠ-1 were characterized by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and atomic force
microscopy (AFM) to verify the generation of nanoparticles. The
TEM image of PCDsⅠ-1 (Figure S1) displays well-dispersed
nanodots with an average diameter of approximately 5.4 nm. No
obvious lattice fringes can be observed in most dots,
demonstrating the preservation of polymeric structures and
avoidance of high-temperature carbonization. The AFM image
reveals their topographic heights are homogeneously distributed
in the range of 4 to 6 nm (Figure S2), consistent with the TEM
results and previous reports[18], indicating high morphological
uniformity for our PCDsⅠ-1. X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern
displays two broad peaks at 21.2° and 38.9° (Figure S3),
assigned to partial order in the interior of PCDsⅠ-1 resulting from
covalently-crosslinked frameworks[16a].
In the search for new bright-luminescent fluorophore
materials, we focused on the investigation of fluorescence and
phosphorescence in our samples. The colorless and transparent
solution of PCDsⅠ-1 that we produced exhibits strong blue
fluorescence but no phosphorescence. Its photoluminescence
(PL) spectra show characteristic excitation-dependent
fluorescence with optimal emission centered at around 410 nm
(Figure 1a). Interestingly, the yellowish PCDsⅠ-1 powder exhibits
blue emission under UV irradiation and blue-green afterglow
once UV illumination is turned off (Supporting Movie). The
alternating process has been caught by time resolved PL spectra
(Figure S4). The PL spectra of PCDsⅠ-1 powder display similar
excitation-dependent property to those of their solution, while the
presence of phosphorescence may be responsible for the
widened peaks and the long tail to higher wavelength (Figure
1b). The afterglow spectrum (Figure 1c) records the
phosphorescence emission behavior of PCDsⅠ-1, with a broad
peak from 425 nm to 700 nm, mainly centered at around 494 nm.
Thus, benefiting from inherent polymeric structure, PCDsⅠ-1
successfully overcome the aggregation-caused quenching
problem that afflicts most solid CDs, and at the same time
possess excellent solid-state fluorescence and unique RTP
properties without the need for additional matrix or composite
structure.
Figure 1 Property characterizations of PCDs. (a) Excitation dependence PL
spectra of PCDsⅠ-1 aqueous solution (inset: photograph of aqueous solution
under UV light). (b) Excitation-dependent PL spectra of PCDsⅠ-1 powder (inset:
photographs of powder under sunlight or UV light). (c) Afterglow spectra of
PCDsⅠ-1 powder. Comparative analysis of PCDsⅠ-1, PCDsⅠ-2, and PCDsⅠ-3: (d)
Corresponding photographs at different delay time after UV irradiation. (e)
RTP decay spectra. (f) UV-vis absorption spectra. (g) FTIR spectra. (h) XPS
survey spectra.
Conjugated aromatic carbonyl compounds, sometimes with
specific substituent groups, are widely recognized as the typical
origin of phosphorescence in RTP materials. However, as seen
from the 1H NMR spectrum (Figure S5), the absence of
characteristic chemical shifts in the aromatic region indicates the
special nature of the RTP origin in PCDsⅠ-1, which appears
unrelated to aromatic carbonyl. Based on the extensive study on
fluorescence of CDs, it is generally accepted that the presence
of nitrogen raises Fermi level and increases PL quantum yield
(QY) by enriching electron and decreasing surface defects. In
view of this, it is reasonable to suppose that nitrogen-related
groups may be the cause of RTP in PCDsⅠ-1. To test the
hypothesis, a set of contrast experiments was designed by
replacing EDA with ethanolamine or ethylene glycol to prepare
PCDs with similar structures but different nitrogen contents. The
elemental analysis results of our substituted PCDs, named as
PCDsⅠ-2 and PCDsⅠ-3 respectively, are shown in Table S1.
The images in Figure 1d illustrate the huge difference in
RTP performance among these three samples. PCDsⅠ-1 exhibit
the strongest emission and the longest delay (658.11 ms),
followed by PCDsⅠ-2 (379.22 ms), while PCDsⅠ-3 show almost no
RTP effect (Figure 1e, Table S2). After illumination by 365 nm
UV radiation, the RTP signals of PCDsⅠ-1 and PCDsⅠ-2 can be
observed as distinct emission bands, but any RTP from PCDsⅠ-3
approaches the level of the noise (Figure S6). The QYs of
PCDsⅠ-1, PCDsⅠ-2 and PCDsⅠ-3 (Table S3) are measured to be
32.41%, 12.29%, 2.61% in aqueous solution and 28.77%,
11.17%, 2.13% in solid state, demonstrating the great
contribution of nitrogen to luminescence (for both fluorescence
and phosphorescence). UV-visible (UV-vis) absorption spectra
(Figure 1f) reveal the n→π* transition of C=O/C=N bonds at
about 334 nm. Notably, the presence of C=O or C=N groups has
previously been reported to facilitate the generation of intrinsic
triplet excitons through ISC30, 34. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectra (Figure 1g) show the similar absorption curves of
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The characteristic vibrations for N-H (3349 and 1554 cm-1),
C=O/C=N (1647 cm-1), and C-N (1309 cm-1), indicate the
presence of amide bonds. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) spectra (Figure 1h) display three typical peaks of C (285
eV), N (400 eV) and O (532 eV) in PCDsⅠ-1 and PCDsⅠ-2, while
only C (285 eV) and O (532 eV) in PCDsⅠ-3.
Figure 2 XPS characterization for bonding styles inside PCDs. (a) C 1s
spectra, (b) N 1s spectra, and (c) O 1s spectra of PCDsⅠ-1. (d) C 1s spectra, (e)
N 1s spectra, and (f) O 1s spectra of PCDsⅠ-2. (g) C 1s spectra, (h) N 1s
spectra, and (i) O 1s spectra of PCDsⅠ-3.
The high-resolution XPS results (Figure 2) reveal the
differences in the surface of the three samples. For PCDsⅠ-1 and
PCDsⅠ-2, the C 1s bands are deconvoluted into three similar
peaks at 284.7 eV, 285.6 eV and 287.8 eV corresponding to C-
C/C=C, C-O/C-N and C=O respectively. The N 1s analysis
reveals the presence of C-N (399.6 eV) and N-H (401.3 eV). The
O 1s band contains two peaks at 531.2 and 532.6 eV for C=O
and C-O, respectively. The analysis above demonstrates the
similar bonding styles of PCDsⅠ-1 and PCDsⅠ-2, obviously distinct
from that of PCDsⅠ-3. However, the major difference between
PCDsⅠ-1 and PCDsⅠ-2 is that PCDsⅠ-1 display a stronger XPS
signal at N 1s band and higher relative content of C=O,
indicating that the structure with N-related C=O may play an
important role in RTP emission.
The aqueous solutions of PCDs only emit fluorescence
without phosphorescence (Figure S7) due to the violent collision
caused by free movement of molecules. The analogous PL
decay curves of PCDsⅠ-1 and PCDsⅠ-2 solutions (Figure S8) fit
the lifetimes with two similar exponential components (Table S4),
indicating their homologous luminescence origins as speculated
above. Nevertheless, the great disparity of RTP performance in
our solid-state materials demonstrates the different confinement
abilities of PCDsⅠ-1 and PCDsⅠ-2 in harvesting triplet excited
states. Clearly, the internal mechanism of RTP generation needs
further consideration.
To confirm the hypothesis that structural characteristics of
PCDs materials control their RTP properties, PAA and a variety
of EDA analogues (ethanolamine, ethylene glycol, n-
propylamine, n-methylethylenediamine, n-ethylethylenediamine,
N,N-dimethylethylenediamine, N,N’-dimethylethylenediamine,
1,3-diaminopropane, and 1,4-diaminobutane) were selected to
carry out the second set of contrast experiments. Identical
synthesis conditions were adopted to those used previously to
ensure effective comparison (see the Supporting Information).
Table 1 sets out the chemical names and structural formulas in
detail, and the corresponding products are donated as PCDsⅡ-1
to PCDsⅡ-7 in turn. It is immediately apparent that none of PCDs
in the second series exhibit obvious RTP besides PCDsⅡ-6 and
PCDsⅡ-7 (Table 1). For PCDsⅡ-1, n-propylamine is a type of
monoamine, which can’t serve as an effective crosslinker to
connect adjacent polymer chains. For PCDsⅡ-2, PCDsⅡ-3,
PCDsⅡ-4, and PCDsⅡ-5, the presence of substituents brings
about large steric hindrance for crosslinking reactions,
disordering the crosslinked frameworks. Hence, no RTP
phenomena are observed from PCDsⅡ-1 to PCDsⅡ-5 due to
hindered crosslinking. But for PCDsⅡ-6 and PCDsⅡ-7, the RTP of
different intensities can be observed. The homologues of EDA,
1,3-diaminopropane and 1,4-diaminobutane possess extremely
analogous chemical structures, and this eventually results in the
similarity in the properties of their products. Compared with 1,3-
diaminopropane, the longer alkyl chain in 1,4-diaminobutane
allows greater freedom of vibration and rotation, decreasing the
confinement ability of the crosslinked frameworks, and this thus
weakens the RTP performance. Interestingly, all of the samples
in the second series (Table 1) emit phosphorescence at ultralow
temperature (77 K, in liquid nitrogen) since the nonradiative
transitions at such temperature are largely suppressed. This
indicates that the potential luminescence centers are present in
all these materials, which is consistent with our explanation for
the origin of phosphorescence. Taken together, all our data
indicate that amide and/or imide emission centers exist in all the
investigated PCDs, but phosphorescence only arises when
efficient crosslinking exists.
Table 1 Summarized phosphorescence properties of PCDs powders at room
temperature or 77 K synthesized by PAA and other EDA analogues: PCDsⅠ-1,
PCDsⅠ-2, and PCDsⅠ-3 (for luminescence origins), PCDsⅡ-1, PCDsⅡ-2, PCDsⅡ-3,
PCDsⅡ-4, PCDsⅡ-5, PCDsⅡ-6, and PCDsⅡ-7 (for crosslinking effect).
For scientific verification, we proposed several bonding
configurations inside our PCDs (Figure 3a) according to the
above results (XPS, NMR, comparative experiments). Based on
the simplified structural units (Figure S9), theoretical calculations
were further carried out to gain deeper insights into the
mechanism of phosphorescence. Initially, we optimized the
ground and triplet states of the unit cell (single luminescence
unit, Figure 3b), and dimmer (coupled luminescence units,
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phosphorescence wavelength and lifetime. Our results suggest
that the dimmer restricted unit (Figure 3c) has a maximum
phosphorescence wavelength at 494 nm which agrees well with
the experimental measurement. The ISC process mainly occurs
from the HOMO to LUMO which involves the n→π* transition
between two repeated units polyacides (N(C=O)2) linked through
CH2-CH2. Besides, a reasonable long lifetime of 0.03 s was also
found, suggesting the contribution of coupled structure to
potential phosphorescence in PCDs. In respect of the single
luminescence unit, the maximum phosphorescence wavelength
and lifetime were calculated to be 682 nm and 0.09 s,
respectively, also involved to the n→π* transition between the
two polyacides (N(C=O)2) as dimmer. However, the
corresponding experiment didn’t observe phosphorescence. The
main reason could be the fact that in the real photoexcitation
process, the CH2-CH2 should be able to rotate, that blocks the
transition process of ISC and consequently quenches the
phosphorescence. This is supported by the barrier less rotation
profile for the single unit (Figure S10). Thus, crosslinking and
polymerizing are beneficial to fix and restrict the rotation motion
of CH2-CH2. Meanwhile, we found large difference exists in the
bond length of C=O and N-C as given in Figure S11. For single
unit, C=O and N-C show more double bond character, while for
dimmer, in particular for T1, the C=O has less double bond
character. Therefore, the dimmer has poor π-electron
conjugation as compared to single unit. This also brings about
narrowed △EST in favor of ISC. Fortunately, the structure of
PCDs provides favorable conditions for the generation of triplet
excitons, bringing about the unique RTP performance.
In our earlier studies, we confirmed the important role of
crosslinking in non-conjugated PCDs that only possess
subfluorophores (such as C=O, C=N, N=O), and proposed the
crosslink enhanced emission[16a, 16c, 17] (CEE) effect as the origin
of enhanced PL. Here, CEE effect is also deemed to be
responsible for the generation of RTP in PCDs, which could
provide a basis to design materials with such properties. This
approach is successfully verified as judged by the
phosphorescent behavior of our PCDs measured at both room
temperature and ultralow temperature (Table 1).
Figure 3 Summarized formation process of RTP performance in PCDs. (a)
Schematic structure of crosslinking sites. PCDsⅠ-1: EDA, PCDsⅠ-2:
ethanolamine, PCDsⅠ-3: ethylene glycol, and PCDsⅡ-1: n-propylamine.
Theoretical analysis of CEE effect: (b) Energy level diagrams of single
luminescence unit and (c) coupled luminescence units. (d) Schematic
illustration of CEE effect.
If we consider PCDsⅠ-1 as an example, the contribution of
CEE effect to RTP is mainly reflected in three aspects (Figure
3d): Firstly, chemical reactions take place easily among the
abundant functional groups. EDA can serve as a crosslinker to
react with extensive dangling carboxyl groups on polymer chains
and further form covalently-crosslinked frameworks. The self-
matrix structures can effectively suppress the non-radiative
transitions by covalently bonding emissive centers and
interrupting the motion of polymer chains. Secondly, the
entanglement and crosslinking in high degree greatly restricts
the intraparticle space of PCDs and simultaneously shortens the
distance between functional groups. New distributions of energy
levels can be formed by electron overlap from coupled
luminescence units in the nano-confined space, and this can
effectively reduce the energy gap (∆EST) and facilitate the
generation of intrinsic triplet. Thirdly, in addition to any specific
immobilization associated with covalent bonding, PCDs
materials also possess complex intraparticle hydrogen bonds,
distinguished from the interaction between emissive species and
additional matrices of commonly-reported RTP materials. The
widespread existence of supramolecular interactions in the
interior of PCDs can further decrease vibration and rotation, thus
inhibiting any non-radiative relaxation. Hence, covalently-
crosslinked frameworks, coupled luminescence centers, and
intraparticle hydrogen bonds caused by CEE effect contribute to
the generation of RTP in PCDs together.
Further work was carried out to explore the effects of
different synthesis methods via PAA and EDA, including
refluxing (PCDsⅢ-1), EDC/NHS crosslinking (PCDsⅢ-2) and
physically compositing (PCDsⅢ-3) (see the Supporting
Information). The results show phosphorescent properties of
PCDsⅠ-1 are doubtlessly superior to all the manufactured PCDs
in the third series (Table S5). This is because the extremely high
temperature and pressure conditions of hydrothermal process
increases the collision, entanglement and crosslinking among
polymer chains, ultimately endowing PCDs with denser and
better-crosslinked internal structure. It is confirmed again that
CEE effect plays an important role in arriving at PCDs with good
RTP performance.
To our delight, our PCDsⅠ-1 have a pretty high production
yield up to 63.1% (Table S6) and good stability after UV
exposure (Figure S12). Moreover, PCDsⅠ-1 still exhibit RTP
performance even after being ground into a fine powder
(Supporting Movie), indicating the strong resistance endowed
by covalently crosslinking to external damage.
By adopting PCDsⅠ-1, PCDsⅠ-2, commercial highlighters
and reported CDs[10b], graphic security and information
encryption have been respectively designed to provide a simple
demonstration of the promising applications of PCDs as a smart
material in security protection. As shown in Figure 4, a colorful
butterfly and “Just Love U” are visible under 365 nm UV
illumination. Once the excitation is switched off, a changed
butterfly pattern and “JLU” are seen as a result of the intrinsic
emission differences between PL and RTP, and distinctive RTP
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Figure 4 Photographs of graphic security and information encryption made
from PCDsⅠ-1, PCDsⅠ-2, commercial highlighters and reported CDs.
In summary, we describe a feasible and facile route to
produce metal-free RTP materials by directly constructing PCDs
via hydrothermal synthesis without the need for additional
matrices compositing. As a model system, the PCDs materials
synthesized from PAA and EDA show unique RTP properties in
air as expected, demonstrating the utility of our approach. The
PCDs structures with amide or imide, alongside the CEE effect
were confirmed to both contribute to the generation of RTP in
PCDs. Given the wide range of chemical precursors and
possible synthesis conditions, we suggest that our approach can
lead to a wide variety of PCDs materials with diverse engineered
RTP properties. Careful selection of precursors, such as
combinations of polyacid, polyamine, polylol, diacid, diamine or
other potential multifunctional compounds, and different
synthesis routes, such as solvothermal or even
ultrasonic/microwave assisted hydrothermal/solvothermal
treatment, provide a wide range of potential routes to the
formation of PCDs materials tuned to specific applications. Our
findings shine a new light on the problem of generating metal-
free RTP materials. We show significant RTP performance with
PCDs, and propose the adoption of PCDs in delayed
luminescence-related applications. Additionally, this class of
materials opens the way to the design of a new class of metal-
free RTP materials. We also anticipate the emergence of novel
biosystems that will further expand the RTP properties for
specific biomaterials.
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